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and
The Exam – tips



Study







Study P-R-A-C
1. Practise questions – master skills

• By Topic
2. Rewrite:

• Annotate the Formula and Data sheet
• Save questions that helped you learn, re-attempt

3. Attack – work to overcome areas of weakness
4. Check

• Past Papers – in exam conditions



Close to exam
• Review your summaries / FDS
• Review saved questions
• Review Exam plan [more later]



General Maths vs Maths General 2
Past HSC Papers
2001 to 2013: General Mathematics

• Almost all of the HSC questions are still relevant to 
Maths General 2

2014 onwards: Mathematics General 2



Past Paper
Source of past papers - see web-site



Approximately 
25% of the 

marks in the 
HSC Exam 

come from the 
Preliminary 

Course.
Including the 

Focus 
Studies.



Approximately one-third of the 
marks in the HSC Examination 

should be from the Focus Studies



The basics



http://educationstandards.nsw.edu.au/wps/portal/nesa/11-12/hsc/key-dates-exam-timetables/hsc-written-exam-timetable



You should write in black pen. 
Make sure you bring spare pens
to each examination. You may 
also bring a ruler, highlighters, 
pencils (at least 2B), a sharpener
and a bottle of water in a clear 
bottle.



Mathematics General 2
�NESA-approved calculator
�pair of compasses
�protractor
�set squares
�(optional) a curve drawing template¹

http://educationstandards.nsw.edu.au/wps/portal/nesa/11-12/hsc/rules-and-processes/approved-calculators




The timetable’s examination starting time 
is when reading time begins. Arrive at 
your examination venue well before the 
time specified.



The Exam













PLAN and stick to it



How will you use it?



Exam plan



Reading time – 5 minutes
Read the whole paper – not recommended
or



Reading time – 5 minutes
Read just the multiple choice

or



Reading time – 5 minutes
Read Question 26

or



Reading time – 5 minutes
Read some of the hard (3 or 4 mark), wordy 
questions near the end



Reading time – 5 minutes

Read the whole paper – not recommended
or
Read just the multiple choice
or
Read Question 26
or
Read some of the hard, wordy questions near the 
end



Action: Reading Time



Action: Reading Time



Exam plan – time allocation









How to use formulae



Begin à Brain dump





You can add stuff to the Formulae and Data Sheet







You can add stuff to the Formulae and Data Sheet



You can add stuff to the Formulae and Data Sheet



You can add stuff to the Formulae and Data Sheet



You can add stuff to the Formulae and Data Sheet



You can add stuff to the Formulae and Data Sheet



You can add stuff to the Formulae and Data Sheet





You can add stuff to the Formulae and Data Sheet



You can add stuff to the Formulae and Data Sheet

1�= 4 minutes



MULTIPLE CHOICE



Multiple choice
Questions 1 to 25
Success rates from 2013 HSC Examination
The questions with the highest success rates

The questions with the lowest success rates

Question 8 7 4 10 1
Success rate 92% 78% 74% 72% 71%

Question 22 20 21 25 18
Success rate 24% 24% 26% 34% 35%



Multiple choice













Online multiple choice

Google: nesa online multiple choice



Calculator
It’s worth taking in 2 calculators. Borrow one.

Check your calculator is NESA approved.

http://educationstandards.nsw.edu.au/wps/portal/nesa/11-12/hsc/rules-and-processes/approved-calculators


Calculator
D



Calculator
The square of −3 is not −9.



Calculator
If substituting:

a = −5 into a2 − 3a



Calculator
Standard deviation
Use population standard deviation σx
not sample standard deviation sx



Calculator
Using the sine ratio, sin28° =

5
h

h = 5
sin28°

= 10.65027234
= 10.65 (2 dp)



Calculator
What if you need to use this answer in part (ii)?

h = 5
sin28°

= 10.65027234
= 10.65 (2 dp)

ANS Key
Or store this number in Memory



Four boxes, three numbers, two arrows
and a red pen



Four boxes, three numbers, two arrows
and a red pen



Four boxes, three numbers, two arrows
and a red pen



Four boxes, three numbers, two arrows
and a red pen



Four boxes, three numbers, two arrows
and a red pen



Four boxes, three numbers, two arrows
and a red pen



Four boxes, three numbers, two arrows
and a red pen



Using the writing spaces



Using the writing spaces

Start here, work down.

Just in case

~~~
~~~
~~~
~~~
~~~

final answer goes last



Using the writing spaces

Start here, work down.
~~~
~~~
~~~
~~~
~~~

final answer goes last

~~~
~~~
~~~
~~~
~~~

~~~
~~~
~~~
~~~
~~~
~~~
~~~
~~~



Using the writing spaces

Start here, work down.
~~~
~~~
~~~
~~~
~~~
~~~
~~~
~~~
~~~
~~~

~~~
~~~
~~~
~~~
~~~
~~~
~~~
~~~
~~~

2nd attempt



Using the writing spaces

28 d (iii)



Using the writing spaces
Use black pen
Write neatly and clearly
Don’t use a hard fine pencil
Don’t use liquid paper
Don’t write too close to the edge of the page
Don’t cross out an answer until you have a better answer.
If you have two solutions for a question, cross one out
If you do cross out an answer, make sure it is still readable.



Underline key words and info



Underline key words and info

always double 
check information 
copied from the 
question



Avoid transcription errors



Avoid transcription errors



Multiple parts



Multiple parts

Read all the parts of the question before you start part (i)
Highlight and underline key words and information.
Try all the parts.
Can information given in part (i) allow you to start the next 
part?



Tables
When given tables, use it, not a formula.



Marks



When you think you have answered a question:



Have I really answered the question?



Have I really answered the question?



Have I really answered the question?

BACmale =
10N − 7.5H
6.8M

0.05 = 10N − 7.5H
6.8M

10N − 7.5× 4
571.2

= 0.05

10N − 30 = 28.56
10N = 58.56
N = 5.856



Have I really answered the question?

BACmale =
10N − 7.5H
6.8M

0.05 = 10N − 7.5H
6.8M

10N − 7.5× 4
571.2

= 0.05

10N − 30 = 28.56
10N = 58.56
N = 5.856

Therefore, the maximum whole number of 
standard drinks that can be consumed is 5. 
The 6th drink, if consumer completely, will 
put his BAC over.

In this question, the calculation 
and answer is not enough.

Use words to make a 
concluding statement.



Is my answer expressed correctly? 



When you think you have answered a question:



Have I done everything?



When you think you have answered a question:





Does my answer make sense?
Is it reasonable?



Is it reasonable?
Can I check?



Algebra – expressions vs equations
Expressions can be:
simplified, factorised, expanded

Numbers can be substituted
into expressions.

Equation can be solved to 
give solutions.

Question:
Simplify

Question:
Solve 5− 2(x + 7) = 05− 2(x + 7)



Algebra – expressions vs equations
Expressions can be:
simplified, factorised, expanded

Numbers can be substituted
into expressions.

Equation can be solved to 
give solutions.

Question:
Simplify

Question:
Solve 5− 2(x + 7) = 0

5− 2x −14 = 0
−9− 2x = 0

−9 = 2x
2x = −9
x = −4.5

5− 2(x + 7)
= 5− 2x −14
= −9− 2x



Questions in which the
answer is given.

This is the last thing to write down, not the first!
This is the answer.
You need to convince the marker that you would have 
achieved this answer, even if it were not given to you.
For 2 marks, at least two lines.



Multi-part questions in which the
answer is NOT given.

(i)      Find the size of angle AOB.

Decide on a reasonable value.
Write it down in part (i).
Use that value in part (ii)



Questions in which a diagram is 
given.
• Write useful information on the diagram.
• You can add extra letters to the diagram.
• Write answers to part (i), (ii) on the diagram as 

you go.
• Write final answers in the working space, don’t 

leave them on the diagram.
• If there is something in the diagram that you use 

in the questions, you can mark it like *.



Diagrams… use a ruler!

a clear plastic ruler



Diagrams… use a ruler … please!



Diagrams… use a ruler … pretty please!



Diagrams… pen or pencil?
Draw with a pencil.
Rub out if necessary.
Go over it with a black pen.



horizontal line
for example, y = 3

vertical line
for example, x = 3

straight line
for example, y = x + 2

parabola
for example, y = x2

cubic
for example, y = x3

exponential
for example, y = 2x

hyperbola
for example, y =

1
x



parabola
y = x2

parabola
y = x2 + 1

parabola
y = x2 − 1

parabola
y = −x2

parabola
y = 2x2



Tree diagrams



Questions that say:
Why is …
Show that …
Prove that …
Explain why …
Justify your answer …
Compare and contrast …
What does this indicate …









You could provide evidence to argue that:
• Terry is correct

or
• Terry is incorrect

or
• There is not enough information for Terry to be 

sure
Don’t contradict yourself.



Communicate clearly
Correct answers are important, but sometimes:
The HSC markers want to see more than just the 
correct answer, especially for 2, 3 or 4 marks.

Show every step of working and every calculation, 
so that the markers can see what you were thinking 
and what you were doing in your head and on your 
calculator.




